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Abstract—This paper concentrates on the design and analysis
of a controller for multibus microgrid system. The controller
proposed for use with each distributed generation (DG) system
in the microgrid contains inner voltage and current loops for
regulating the three-phase grid-interfacing inverter, and external
power control loops for controlling real and reactive power flow
and for facilitating power sharing between the paralleled DG
systems when a utility fault occurs and the microgrid islands.
The controller also incorporates synchronization algorithms for
ensuring smooth and safe reconnection of the micro and utility
grids when the fault is cleared. With the implementation of the
unified controller, the multibus microgrid system is able to switch
between islanding and grid-connected modes without disrupting
critical loads connected to it. The performance of this unified
controller has been verified in simulation using a real-time digital
simulator (RTDS1 ) and experimentally using a scaled laboratory
prototype.

Index Terms—Distributed generation (DG) system, hardware in-
the-loop-simulation, microgrid, paralleled operation, power flow
control.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N THE last few years, small distributed generation (DG2 )
systems, typically around 100 kW, have been gaining popu-

larity amongst industry and utilities due to their higher operating
efficiencies and lower emission levels. These DG systems are
powered by microsources such as fuel cells, photovoltaic cells,
batteries, and microturbines etc., and have already been used to
share peak generation during peak load hours when energy cost
is high and to provide standby generation during system outages
[1]. A more recent concept is to group a cluster of loads and par-
alleled DG systems within a certain local area to form a micro-
grid [2], [3]. Being a systematic organization of DG systems, a
microgrid has larger power capacity and more control flexibili-
ties to fulfill system reliability and power quality requirements,
in addition to all the inherited advantages of a single DG system.
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Proper operation of the microgrid in both the grid-connected
and islanding modes requires the implementation of high per-
formance power flow control and voltage regulation algorithms.
The implemented control algorithms should preferably have no
communication links between the paralleled DG systems, which
can be located far apart. Thus, the control algorithms of each
individual DG system should be designed to use only feed-
back variables that can be measured locally. Other desired per-
formance features include the appropriate sharing of changed
power demand in a predetermined manner between the paral-
leled DG systems when a utility fault occurs and the microgrid
islands, and the proper resynchronization of the micro and utility
grids for smooth reconnection when the fault is cleared.

To realize the aforementioned performance features, this
paper proposes a new unified controller for use with each DG
system in the microgrid. By regulating the output voltage, the
proposed controller controls power flow in the grid-connected
mode of operation, enables real and reactive power sharing
between the parallel-operating DG systems when the microgrid
islands, and resynchronizes the microgrid with the utility before
reconnecting them. The presented controller can respond fast,
allowing the controlled microgrid to transit smoothly between
the grid-connected and islanding modes without disrupting
critical loads connected to it. The performance of the proposed
controller has been tested extensively in simulation using a
real-time digital simulator (RTDS) and experimentally using a
scaled hardware prototype.

II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Fig. 1 shows the multibus microgrid configuration consid-
ered in this paper, where two paralleled DG systems 1 and 2
are employed. Each DG system is comprised of a dc source, a
pulse-width modulation (PWM) voltage source inverter (VSI)
and LC filters. Under normal mode of operation, the microgrid
is connected to the utility system at the point of common cou-
pling (PCC) usually through a static transfer switch (STS). In
this mode, the two DG systems are controlled to provide local
power and voltage support for critical loads 1–3. This configu-
ration reduces the burden of generation and delivery of power
directly from the utility grid and enhances the immunity of crit-
ical loads to system disturbances in the utility grid.

When a utility fault occurs, the STS opens to isolate the micro
and utility grids within half a line frequency cycle. The two DG
systems are now the sole power sources left to regulate the load
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Fig. 1. Microgrid configuration.

Fig. 2. Power circuit and control schematic for the three-phase grid-interfacing
inverter with LC filters.

voltages and to supply uninterrupted power in a certain prede-
termined DG power sharing scheme to all critical loads within
the microgrid. Subsequently when the fault is cleared, the mi-
crogrid has to be resynchronized with the utility grid before the
STS can be reclosed to return the system smoothly back to the
grid-connected mode of operation.

III. CONTROLLER DESIGN

This section presents the design of a unified controller for use
with each DG system to allow the microgrid in Fig. 1 to function
as described in Section II. (The proposed controller can also
be used for more complex microgrids where more DG systems
operate in parallel, even though a microgrid with only two DG
systems is considered in this paper for illustration).

A. Inner Voltage and Current Control Loops

The inner current-regulated voltage-controlled strategy
used for controlling the three-phase grid-interfacing VSI is
shown in Fig. 2 [4], [5]. As shown, an outer capacitor voltage
feedback compensator is used to force the capacitor
voltages to track their sinusoidal reference wave-
forms stiffly with an acceptable low output

total harmonic distortion (THD). The outputs of this voltage
compensator are then fed to an inner capacitor
current compensator , acting as the capacitor current refer-
ence signals for this inner compensator. The inner capacitor
current compensator is included here mainly to stabilize the
system and to improve the system dynamic response by rapidly
compensating for near-future variations in the load voltages
whose rate of change is indirectly sensed by measuring the ca-
pacitor currents. The output modulating signals
from the inner current compensator are finally fed to the
sinusoidal pulse-width modulator (SPWM) to generate the high
frequency gating signals for driving the three-phase VSI.

To allow for transfer function analysis of the control scheme
shown in Fig. 2, the single-phase equivalent model of the grid-
interfacing inverter is first derived, as

(1)

(2)

(3)

where represents the state of each semiconductor switch
( when switch is ON and when switch is
ON, , 2, or 3), is the dc-link voltage, is the phase
to neutral voltage, and is the current through filter inductor

. ( , , or ).
Assuming that the three-phase loads and grid voltages are

balanced, then

(4)

(5)

Substituting (4) and (5) into the sum of (1)–(3), can be
expressed in terms of the switch states as

(6)

For a high “switching to modulating frequency” ratio, the dis-
crete variable can be replaced by its duty cycle expressed as

(7)

where is the phase shift and is the modulation index. Re-
placing by , (6) can be simplified as . Equa-
tions (1)–(3) can then be re-expressed as

(8)

(9)

(10)

and the final governing differential equations for each phase
(with no intercoupling between phases) can be written as

(11)
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of inner current loop.

Fig. 4. Bode plots of I =I and I =I .

(12)

where is the modulating signal, is the
filter capacitor, is the capacitor voltage (same as phase to
neutral voltage), and , , and are the currents flowing
through the filter inductor, capacitor and load, respectively. The
representation of (11) and (12) with the added inner capacitor
current control loop, is shown in Fig. 3, where the load current
is represented as a disturbance input. The following closed-loop
transfer function is obtained:

(13)
Frequency domain analysis can now be performed using (13)

to plot the Bode diagrams of and as shown in
Fig. 4 for the case of gain (The system parameters used
are given in Tables I and II).

Ideally, the bandwidth of in Fig. 4 should be maxi-
mized (tend toward ) by using a higher , to achieve per-
fect reference tracking at all input frequencies, a faster dynamic
response and the complete blocking of disturbance input from
feeding forward to the output . A high gain
can however degrade the control loop stability when physically
implemented. A satisfactory compromise therefore is to use a

that will give a near-unity closed-loop current gain at the
fundamental frequency. Based on this gain selection criterion,

is set as 1, which will give a closed-loop current gain of
dB and a negligibly small

gain at the fundamental frequency (314 rad/s).

TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS FOR RTDS AND EXPERIMENT

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF MOTOR LOAD USED IN RTDS SIMULATION

Once the inner current loop design is finished, the next step is
to fine-tune the gain of the outer voltage feedback loop, whose
open-loop transfer function without considering the influence
of load disturbance is given by

(14)

Similar to the inner capacitor current loop, only a simple pro-
portional compensator is used in the capacitor voltage loop to
avoid phase errors commonly introduced by a PI compensator.
The gain of this proportional compensator should again be
selected to give a satisfactory compromise between the attain-
able control bandwidth and control loop stability. In this paper,

is chosen to give a steady-state voltage error of less than 2%
at the fundamental frequency. Specifically, results in the
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Fig. 5. Bode plot of the closed-loop voltage transfer function.

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the voltage and current loops with feedforward
control.

closed-loop voltage frequency response curves in Fig. 5, which
have a steady-state magnitude error of 1.96% and a phase error
of 1.124 at the fundamental frequency.

The performance of the capacitor voltage loop can be further
improved by including an additional feedforward path for ,
as shown in Fig. 6. The transfer function of this feedforward
path can be written as , and can conveniently be
implemented by adding a differentiator block to process the
reference capacitor voltage . With this feedforward path, the
closed-loop transfer function of the outer voltage loop can be
written as

(15)

Using (15), the bode plots of and with
and can be plotted as in Fig. 7. Observing this figure,

it is clear that the additional feedforward path gives rise to a
wider control bandwidth and hence a faster dynamic response,
with the load current again having no appreciable influence on
the voltage loop performance.

B. External Real and Reactive Power Control Loops

Conceptually, the flow of real power P between two nodes
can be controlled by varying the supply frequency and hence
the power angle , while the flow of reactive power Q can be
controlled by changing the voltage magnitude. Using these con-
cepts, external real and reactive power control loops are pro-

Fig. 7. Bode plots of V =V and V =I .

Fig. 8. P � ! droop characteristics.

posed in this section for use with each DG system operating in
either the grid-connected or islanding mode.

1) Transition From Grid-Connected to Islanding Mode of
Operation: When the STS separation device opens to isolate
a utility fault, the DG systems in Fig. 1 must immediately share
the increased power demand in a predetermined manner among
themselves so as to continue supplying power to all critical loads
within the microgrid adequately. This sharing of power can be
achieved with no physical communication link between the DG
systems by introducing artificial “real power versus supply fre-
quency ” and “reactive power versus voltage ”
droop characteristics into the DG controllers (a method com-
monly used in power systems with multiple generators [2], [6]).

For illustration, consider the droop characteristics in
Fig. 8 for the two DG systems in Fig. 1. Preferably, these droop
characteristics should be coordinated to make each DG system
supplying real and reactive power in proportion to its power
ratings, and can mathematically be expressed as

(16)

(17)

where is the actual real power output of DG system
( or 2), are the maximum real power
output of DG system and the minimum allowable operating
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Fig. 9. Real power compensator with synchronization function.

frequency, are the dispatched real power and oper-
ating frequency of DG system when in grid-connected mode
and is the slope of the droop characteristics. The phys-
ical block diagram realization of (16) and (17) is shown in Fig. 9
(the synchronization controller in this figure will be discussed
later in the text).

As shown in Fig. 8, each DG system is initially designed to
dispatch real power output of at the common base frequency
of when operating in the grid-connected mode ( is fixed
solely by the stiff utility grid). Once islanded, the power outputs
of both DG systems must immediately be raised in accordance
with their individual droop characteristics, to supply power to
all critical loads within the microgrid adequately at a reduced
steady-state frequency of . This arrangement obviously al-
lows both DG systems to share the total load demand in a pre-
determined manner according to their individual power ratings.
It is commented here that operating at a reduced frequency in the
islanding mode also can be beneficial for the resynchronization
and reconnection of the micro and utility grids, and can serve as
an indicator for the system operator to differentiate whether the
microgrid is in the grid-connected or islanding mode.

In a similar manner, the magnitude set point of each DG
output voltage can be tuned according to a specified droop
characteristics, to control the flow of reactive power within the
microgrid. Mathematically, the characteristics can be ex-
pressed as

(18)

(19)

where is the actual reactive power output of DG system
( or 2), are the maximum reactive

power output and minimum voltage magnitude of DG system
, are the dispatched reactive power of DG system ,

and PCC voltage magnitude when in grid-connected mode and
is the slope of the droop characteristics. The physical block

diagram realization of (18) and (19) is shown in Fig. 10 (the
synchronization controller in this figure will be discussed later
in the text).

The only complication with droop control is that the
DG output voltages have to be different from that of the utility
grid to allow for proper reactive power control in the grid-con-
nected mode. Therefore, the droop characteristics speci-
fied in (18) and (19) cannot be applied directly for the control of
reactive power in the grid-connected mode. This is unlike

Fig. 10. Reactive power compensator with synchronization function.

control where the DG systems and utility grid have the same
steady-state frequency in the grid-connected mode, allowing the
same control algorithm to be used for both the grid-con-
nected and islanding modes.

A possible solution to resolve this complication is to add an
additional PI reactive power compensator for use in the grid-
connected mode, as shown in Fig. 10. When connected to the
utility grid, only the PI compensator is selected for reactive
power control, forcing the DG reactive power output to track
its desired value with zero steady-state error. For this PI com-
pensator, low gains ( , ) are used to
give a sufficiently long response time, which in turn allows the
dynamics of the inner voltage/current loops and external power
loops to be decoupled. When a utility fault occurs and the mi-
crogrid islands, the control selector in Fig. 10 switches over to
select the droop characteristics for reactive power sharing
between the DG systems, ensuring a smooth transition from
grid-connected to islanding mode.

2) Transition From Islanding to Grid-Connected
Mode: When the utility grid returns back to normal op-
erating conditions, the microgrid has to get resynchronized
with the utility grid for reconnection. Synchronization can
be achieved by aligning the voltage phasors at the microgrid
and utility ends of the STS separation device shown in Fig. 1,
and can conveniently be implemented by adding two separate
synchronization compensators to the external real and reactive
power control loops, as shown in the dashed frames of Figs. 9
and 10. Inputs to these synchronization compensators are
the magnitude and phase errors of the two voltage
phasors at both ends of the STS, and their outputs are fed to
the real and reactive power loops to make the voltage phasor
at the microgrid end tracks the phasor at the utility end closely
(both in magnitude and frequency). Once synchronized and
upon closing the STS separation device, the synchronization
compensators must be deactivated by setting their outputs to
zero so as not to interfere with the proper operation of the real
and reactive power control loops in the grid-connected mode.

In this paper, the response times of both synchronization com-
pensators are chosen to be around 0.5 s to ensure that the voltage
magnitude and frequency of each DG system ramp up/down
gradually within the tolerance limits of the critical loads. Based
on this selection criterion, a PI compensator with gains of

(proportional), (integral) and saturation limits of 10
rad/s is used for phase/frequency synchronization, while an in-
tegrator with gain of and saturation limits of 30 V is
used for magnitude synchronization.

A complication anticipated when using the aforementioned
synchronization algorithms is the possible occurrence of jitter
when approaches 0. Since the phases of voltages at both ends
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Fig. 11. Overview of proposed unified controller.

of the STS device range from to , their phase dif-
ference can range from to , allowing jitter to
occur when oscillates between 0 and or 0 and .
This complication can be resolved by using the algorithm

for
for

to limit within the range of .
A second complication can occur when multiple DG systems

are operated in parallel. Under paralleled operation, each DG
system must have the same rate of change of voltage (both in
magnitude and phase) to prevent real and reactive power os-
cillations between the DG systems. Since the synchronization
compensators for each DG system use the same inputs ( and

), this second complication can easily be resolved by using
the same controller parameters for all the DG systems.

To summarize, the final block diagram representation of the
proposed unified controller is shown in Fig. 11.

IV. REAL-TIME DIGITAL SIMULATION

The performance of the proposed unified controller was first
tested in real-time digital simulation using the laboratory setup
and system parameters shown in Fig. 12 and Tables I and II.
The setup is comprised of a RTDS, two digital input time stamp
(DITS) interface cards, a workstation for facilitating modeling
and communication with the RTDS, and an external dSPACE
DS1103 controller card [8] for physical implementation of the
proposed controller. This arrangement is commonly referred to
as “hardware-in-the-loop-simulation” where a hardware con-
troller is physically integrated within a plant (consisting of the
utility grid, microgrid and interfacing inverters) simulated using
the RTDS simulator, to test the controller performance in real
time. It gives more accurate results than offline simulation, and
is preferably performed after offline simulation but before ex-
perimental investigation, as a sequential procedure for testing
controller performance in complex plants like power systems.
(Offline Matlab/Simulink simulation of the system in Fig. 12
was also performed with comparable results obtained, but will
not be elaborated in this paper due to space limitation).

In this work, the plant consisting of the utility grid, microgrid
and interfacing inverters, was digitally simulated using the
RTDS simulator designed for performing real-time digital
electromagnetic transient power system simulation based on
Dommel Algorithm. The computational power of the simulator
is provided by multiple parallel-running digital signal proces-

Fig. 12. Laboratory setup for real-time digital simulation.

sors (DSPs) housed in two racks. The processors are mounted
either on one of the 35 Tandem Processor Cards (TPCs) or the
single 3-PC card, with each TPC card having two on-board
NEC processors and the more advanced 3-PC card having three
SHARC processors. Both processor cards also have accessible
digital and analogue I/O ports for measurement output and
control action input.

Upon simulated, the RTDS simulated plant sends system
voltages and currents to the DS1103 controller (see Fig. 12).
On the DS1103 card, the received analog signals are digitized
by on-board analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) before being
processed by the Master DSP to generate the required SPWM
gating signals. These gating signals are then sent back to the
simulated inverter modules in the RTDS simulator, completing
the real-time simulation of a control cycle.

A. Transition From Grid-Connected to Islanding Mode

Figs. 13 and 14 show the real and reactive power sharing
of the two DG systems in the microgrid when the microgrid
transits from grid-connected to islanding mode at .
Fig. 13 clearly shows the two DG systems sharing the increased
real power demand proportionately, while Fig. 14 interestingly
shows a slight disproportional reactive power sharing. This drop
in accuracy of reactive power sharing is caused by the presence
of line impedance between the two DG systems [7].

B. Transition From Islanding to Grid-Connected Mode

Fig. 15 shows the synchronization of voltages at both ends of
the STS separation device when the synchronization algorithms
start functioning at in the islanding mode. Obviously, the
proposed controller successfully forces the voltage at the micro-
grid end to track that of the utility end without any power oscil-
lation between the DG systems. Figs. 16 and 17 show the cor-
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Fig. 13. Real power outputs of DG systems when the microgrid islands (RTDS
simulation).

Fig. 14. Reactive power outputs of DG systems when the microgrid islands
(RTDS simulation).

Fig. 15. Synchronization of micro and utility grids (phase A; RTDS
simulation).

responding real and reactive power outputs of the DG systems
during synchronization. These figures show increase in both real
and reactive power outputs, which are expected due to the higher
DG output voltages during synchronization.

Figs. 18 and 19 show the real and reactive power outputs of
the DG systems during the process of reconnection of the micro

Fig. 16. Real power outputs of DG systems during synchronization (RTDS
simulation).

Fig. 17. Reactive power outputs of DG systems during synchronization (RTDS
simulation).

Fig. 18. Real power outputs of DG systems during reconnection (RTDS
simulation).

and utility grids, initiated at s. Clearly shown in these
figures are the supplies of real and reactive dispatched powers
by the DG systems upon grid reconnection.
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Fig. 19. Reactive power outputs of DG systems during reconnection (RTDS
simulation).

Fig. 20. Real and reactive power outputs of DG system 1 when the microgrid
islands (experimental).

Fig. 21. Real and reactive power outputs of DG system 2 when the microgrid
islands (experimental).

V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

A scaled hardware prototype of Fig. 1 was implemented for
experimental verification. For the experimental system, the
utility grid, represented by a stiff ac source, was connected
through a three-phase back-to-back SCR switch to the microgrid
consisting of two three-phase IGBT inverters and critical loads
1–3. The proposed unified controller was again implemented
using the DS1103 controller card with its output signals now
driving the hardware IGBT inverters. Other system details for
this experimental investigation are given in Tables I and II. [Note:
1) Due to equipment and component constraints in the labora-
tory, system parameters used for the RTDS and experimental
investigations were different. 2) The experimental system was
also simulated in Matlab with comparable results again obtained,
but will not be presented here due to space limitation.]

Fig. 22. Output line voltage of DG system 1 when the microgrid islands
(experimental).

Fig. 23. Switch current when the microgrid islands (phase A; experimental).

Fig. 24. Synchronization of micro and utility-grids (voltages V ;
experimental).

A. Transition From Grid-Connected to Islanding Mode

Figs. 20 and 21 show the real and reactive power outputs of
DG systems 1 and 2, respectively, while Figs. 22 and 23 show
the corresponding output voltages of DG system 1 and current
through the SCR switch when the SCR switch opens at s
to disconnect the microgrid from the utility grid. As anticipated,
these figures show the DG systems operating with the desired
power sharing ratios and the smooth transition from grid-con-
nected to islanding mode.

B. Transition From Islanding to Grid-Connected Mode

Fig. 24 shows the process of synchronizing the voltages at
both ends of the SCR switch, while Figs. 25 and 26 show the
slight changes in power outputs of the DG systems when the
synchronization algorithms start functioning at in the
islanding mode. Noted experimentally, the voltage at the micro-
grid end of the SCR switch moves to track that of the utility
end with nearly zero tracking error and no power oscillation
between the DG systems. Figs. 27 and 28 show the real and
reactive power outputs of the DG systems during reconnection
process, while Fig. 29 shows the current through the SCR switch
when it closes at to reconnect the micro and utility
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Fig. 25. Real and reactive power outputs of DG system 1 during
synchronization (experimental).

Fig. 26. Real and reactive power outputs of DG system 2 during
synchronization (experimental).

Fig. 27. Real and reactive power outputs of DG system 1 during reconnection
(experimental).

Fig. 28. Real and reactive power outputs of DG system 2 during reconnection
(experimental).

grids. These figures show the DG systems injecting their prede-
termined dispatched powers automatically upon returning back
to the grid-connected mode and again confirm the smooth re-
connection process that can be achieved using the proposed syn-
chronization algorithms.

Fig. 29. Switch current during reconnection (phase A; experimental).

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a unified controller for use with each DG
system in a multibus microgrid. The proposed controller con-
tains inner current and voltage loops for regulating the grid-in-
terfacing inverter, and outer real and reactive power loops for
controlling the flow of power within the microgrid with partic-
ular attention focused on the proper sharing of power between
the DG systems when a utility fault occurs and the microgrid
islands. The proposed controller also incorporates algorithms
for synchronizing the micro and utility grids once the fault is
cleared and the microgrid is on the verge of transiting from is-
landing to grid-connected mode. Real-time simulated and ex-
perimental results have confirmed the effectiveness and robust-
ness of the proposed unified controller in the grid-connected and
islanding modes, and during operational mode transitions.
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